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Identify potential
opportunities that
are being created
by market change

Chapters 2, 3, and 4

Generate creative
alternatives for
capitalizing on these
opportunities, and
make fast, fact-based
decisions about which
alternatives to pursue

Chapters 5, 6, and 7

Enlist and inspire
your organization
to execute the
new direction, and
adjust course as
events unfold

Chapters 8 and 9

Market Agility Decision Agility Execution Agility

Figure 1.1 Components of Agility

Each of these components is addressed in the chapters of this
book, as shown in Figure 1.1.

Each company has unique challenges that threaten its ability
to be agile. Some excel at gaining market insights and identifying
opportunities, but get bogged down in the decision-making stage
and let opportunities pass them by. Others falter in the execution
stage. Some execute superbly, but miss market signals—and head
fast in the wrong direction as a result. This book will help you
strengthen your capabilities across all three areas, so that you can
move faster than the market.

BlackBerry (formerly RIM) had a “blinding confidence”3 in
its core product, believing that its large installed base, propri-
etary network, and superior security features would enable it to
maintain market dominance. But the company was too slow
to improve, and saw its share of the smartphone market drop from
over 40 percent in 2008 to only 5 percent in 2013. BlackBerry’s
market capitalization is now only about one-twentieth of its peak.

In a similar vein, Microsoft once dominated the technology
industry. Since 2000, however, the company has struggled in
almost every arena it has entered, including e-books, music play-
ers, search, and social networking. Newer players such as Google
and Facebook have raced by Microsoft and radically changed the
way we live. Although Microsoft recognized growth opportuni-
ties, it was unable to take the right action quickly enough. As a
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at once. The company must focus its agility efforts on those areas
that will make the most difference to its overall success. So how
does a company like this decide which elements of its business
require the most agility and which can be left relatively stable?
Where does it need to be most attentive to new trends and cus-
tomer needs and most flexible to make changes quickly? Figure 1.2
shows how an appliance and electronics retailer like BrandsMart
could answer two key questions to determine where it should focus
its efforts:

• To what extent, and how quickly, is the business environment
changing? (the x-axis)

• To what extent does this part of your business affect the cus-
tomer’s decision to buy from you? (the y-axis)
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Table 1.1 Determining Where Agility Is Most Important in
Your Business

Elements of your
value-delivery system

Degree of impact on the
customer’s decision to
buy (the y-axis—rate
on 1–10 scale)

Degree of change in the
business environment
(the x-axis—rate
on 1–10 scale)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

elements of the way you currently do business but also things you
are considering adding to enhance your offering.

Next, assess each one’s degree of impact on the customer’s
decision to buy (the y-axis) and the degree of change in the
business environment (the x-axis). The business elements that
rank high on both—landing in the top right box—are the ones
for which you need to be most agile. Focus here on improving
your ability to sense changes in the market, to make fast decisions
about which changes to pursue, and to act on these decisions
quickly and capably.

Every company will draw different conclusions about where
agility is most important. McDonald’s must be agile in its menu
and marketing communication, but may be relatively stable in
terms of franchisee and supplier relations.

Whether you use the technique described here or some other
process, it’s crucial to determine where agility is most critical in
your business—and then to concentrate your efforts there. This
will consistently give you the greatest return on your investment
of both human and financial capital.

In the chapters that follow, we’ll dive deeply into each of the
three components of agility, deriving tactics and strategies that
any company in any industry can apply to stay ahead of its com-
petition and benefit from market change.
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you wish to gain insights on where you can improve and how you
can differentiate your products from your competitors’.

When you are using your own product or that of a competitor,
ask yourself the questions listed in Table 2.1.

When Delta Air Lines wanted to improve its customer
experience, the company’s top management team was asked to
“fly like a customer.” This meant going through the process of
using the Delta website to find flights and buy tickets online,
wait through long security lines at the airport, and sit in cramped
coach seats—everything Delta’s typical customers experienced.
Normally, a top airline executive’s flying experience—complete
with free tickets reserved and picked up by an assistant, zipping

Table 2.1 Questions to Ask When Using Your Own Product
or a Competitor’s

To Discover . . . Ask Yourself . . .

Alternative
solutions

• What problem was I trying to solve when I chose to
use this product or service?

• In what other ways could I solve that problem?

Enhancement
opportunities

• What’s really frustrating to me when I use this
product?

• What new problems does using the product
create?

• What could be eliminated or reduced?
• What’s missing?
• How could the experience be faster or more

enjoyable?
• What undesirable variability occurs in the product

or in how it’s delivered? What problems come as a
result?

• What might I like to customize?

Adjacencies • What other versions of this product would be nice
to have?

• What other products or services might I want when
I am using this product?

• What do I do right before and after using the prod-
uct? (Is there a role for my company to play in these
parts of the process?)

Ways to improve
awareness and
availability

• When might I want to use the product? Is it conve-
nient to obtain it in each of these situations?

• If I wanted to tell a colleague or friend about this
product, how would I do so? What if I wanted to
give a positive review or to talk about it online?
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Table 2.2 Roles Customers Could Play in Your Business

What roles could
customers play in
our business?

Design or
Customize

Make and Deliver Refer, Review,
Choose, Buy

Use and Maintain Sell, Give, or
Dispose of

What are our
objectives, and how
will we measure
success?

Discovering new
customer needs,
promoting
innovation, reducing
inventory
obsolescence

Reducing cost,
enhancing customer
relationships

Leveraging word-of
mouth advertising,
matching products
to customer needs

Improving the
customer
experience, reducing
technical support
and service costs

Improving
sustainability and
resale value, creating
more reasons to buy

What’s in it for the
customer?

A creative outlet, the
ability to get exactly
what he or she wants

Lower prices, the fun
of producing
something

Sharing their views
on products with
others

Being seen as an
expert; documenting
what he or she has
learned in using the
product

Feeling good about
reselling or recycling
the product and
about upgrading

What structure or
processes should we
put in place to
enable customers to
engage?

(Examples)

Dell’s IdeaStorm
groups and
prioritizes tens of
thousands of
customer feature
requests.

Walmart’s “Get It on
the Shelf” program
allows individuals
and businesses to
submit product
ideas; customers
vote on which ones
they would like
Walmart to carry.

IKEA makes it fun
and easy for
customers to
assemble their own
furniture, thereby
enabling very low
prices.

Belkin’s Wemo
product, combined
with the “If This,
Then That” app,
allows customers to
create their own
smart home
solutions.

American Standard,
Dell, and countless
others take
advantage of
customer-created
video demos,
tutorials, and reviews
of their products.

Salesforce.com and
others hold “live”
events such as user
conferences and
workshops, in which
customers rub
shoulders,
evangelize, and
share ideas.

Google, Microsoft,
Livescribe,
Salesforce.com, and
others rely on
user-generated
content for technical
support.

Best Buy accepts
“just about anything
electronic” for
recycling in its stores.

Staples buys back
used printer
cartridges, and
Home Depot
recycles Christmas
trees.
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Figure 3.1 Starbucks Expansion Initiatives

expensive for competitors to match. This balance of aggressive
expansion and moderated risk has served Starbucks well, and
enables agility in the face of fast-changing market conditions.

In 1995, a year before Starbucks opened its first international
location in Tokyo, I worked with Malaysian luxury retailer
Melium to help introduce the café culture to Malaysia by opening
the first Dome Café in Kuala Lumpur. As a former British colony,
and with mountaintop tea plantations, Malaysia is a tea-drinking
country; its per-capita tea consumption is about two-and-a-half
times the United States level.9 The Malaysians often mix copious
amounts of sweetened condensed milk with their tea, making a
thick, sweet concoction.
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If they are buying different products than the average cus-
tomer, how can we bring out more products that are similarly
differentiated? How can we introduce these differentiated
products to more customers who would value them?

• What can we do to improve profits in the more commoditized
portion of our business (the middle of the graph)? Can we offer
any add-on services to earn additional revenue? For example,
an airline can offer a more comfortable economy-class seat for
a moderate up-charge. Are there ways we can take cost out
of the equation without diminishing important value for the
customer—or better yet, while simultaneously increasing cus-
tomer value? For example, when airlines automate passenger
check-in or streamline the rebooking of passengers after flight
cancellations, they simultaneously reduce cost and improve
the customer experience.

• What can we do to improve profitability on the right side of
the graph—those customers on whom we lose money? Can we
eliminate costs or raise prices? What would be the real, incre-
mental impact on profits if we lost these customers? Should
we take steps to stop serving them, such as eliminating sales
calls to them?
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Figure 3.2 Profit and Volume by Customer Segment
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Figure 3.3 2013 Garmin Revenue by Segment

Source: Garmin Ltd., 2013 Annual Report, http://sites.garmin.com/annualreport/.

market segment, automotive (49 percent of sales, as shown in
Figure 3.3), to decline 10 percent annually since 2011,12 driving
the need to find new sources of growth.

Although Garmin is gaining share in the personal navigation
device market, the market overall is shrinking.13 Garmin knows
that it has to gain share in specialty GPS markets other than auto-
motive in order to combat this trend. The company has therefore
invested heavily in innovation, growing R&D from 10 percent
of sales in 2010 to 14 percent of sales in 2013. It has the lux-
ury of carrying no debt and retaining healthy profits (net income
was 23 percent of sales in 2013), despite the decline in sales. The
R&D focus is both to grow sales in nonautomotive markets and
to increase the value for motorists, relative to smartphone appli-
cations, such as Google Maps.

The payoff of this innovation effort has been healthy growth
in fitness, outdoor, and aviation, which has partly mitigated
Garmin’s revenue decline in the automotive market. Figure 3.4
shows the revenue growth and loss for each of the company’s key
customer segments.

Garmin watched what users did with its products, even if the
products were not designed for that use. It sought to understand
each market segment’s specialized needs, then innovated to serve
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Figure 3.4 Garmin Revenue, Compound Annual Growth Rate, by Segment,
2011 to 2013

Source: Garmin Ltd., “Financial Review,” 2013 Annual Report, http://sites.garmin.com
/annualreport/.

those needs. Each year, for example, Garmin adds new specialty
models catering to different sports. The golf model, which features
thirty thousand preloaded courses, keeps track of a golfer’s aver-
age yardage with each club. The swimming model counts strokes
and laps, and can even detect what kind of stroke (freestyle, but-
terfly, and so on) the user is swimming. Some running models
offer heart rate monitoring and calorie consumption, and allow
runners to upload and share their workout data. Cycling models
offer speed, distance, altitude, and calories-burned functions, plus
real-time connectivity through a smartphone, which allows live
tracking, social media sharing, and weather updates. Consumers
use Garmin’s outdoor products for hiking, hunting, backpacking,
and even tracking and training search-and-rescue and police dogs.
The brand’s Tactix watch was designed with military special oper-
ations in mind. Marine models offer autopilot, fish finding, and
other specialized features.

This innovation and investment in catering to the special-
ized needs of each market segment has helped Garmin stay ahead
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Table 3.1 Using Data Analytics for Innovation, Operations,
and Marketing

Examples, by Area of Focus

Type of Data Innovation Operations Marketing

Internal
(company) data

Use text analytics
to mine
call-center
reports for
product
enhancement
ideas

Optimize production
levels based on
analysis of customer
demand

Analyze transaction
and Web data to
develop cross-sell
and prospecting
strategies

Internal data
combined with
customer or
channel data

Combine sales
information from
multiple channels
to identify
emerging
customer trends

Trigger after-sales
service by
monitoring sensor
data from products
as they are used

Develop
geotargeted mobile
ads, and adjust on
the fly based on
customer response

Internal data
combined with
external data

Mine data from
social media, user
support forums,
and reviews to
discern what
customers want
next

Employ geolocation
data from cell
phones, combined
with weather data, to
optimize inventory in
each locale

Measure customer
sentiment, and tailor
marketing messages
in real time

opens up an important avenue for enhancing foresight. You can
now experiment continuously, gathering data about how your
customers respond to different offers.

For example, technology and advertising company Cardlyt-
ics enables banks to offer their credit-card holders coupons for
local merchants, tailored to each cardholder’s purchasing habits.
These customized coupons are presented when a customer views
his online account statement, and are automatically credited to
his account statement when he makes a purchase, so no paper is
involved. It’s a win-win-win for the merchants, the banks, and the
cardholder.

When I process my boarding pass for an overbooked Delta
Air Lines flight, Delta presents me with a screen that asks,
“Select the dollar value of the travel voucher you would accept
as compensation for volunteering your seat.” I can select the $50,
$75, $100, or $125 level before clicking the “submit bid” button.
This system not only lowers Delta’s outlay for compensating
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What Is Changing in Your Customer’s Ecosystem,
and What Problem Can You Solve?

Your customers,
and the problems
you can help them

solve

Other suppliers,
and channel

partners

Advisers,
contractors,
employees,
and others

Your customers’
customers

Your company

Figure 4.1 Your Customer’s Ecosystem

establishments that will sell the product, and the local bottler.
Coca-Cola managers will even shadow merchandisers to make
sure they stock new product on the shelves effectively.3

Figure 4.1 is a thought-starter for listing the different entities
you might think about in your business. Who are the players that
influence how your customer experiences your product or service
and how her problem gets solved?

Observe and Interview Customers to Identify
Opportunities in Business-to-Business Markets

Observing and talking to the customer and players in a
business-to-business customer’s ecosystem will help you spot
changes, emerging needs, and opportunities. Consider the
following approaches, taking into account your specific situation.
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shipment business, earning the highest operating margins in
its industry—13 percent—versus only 9 percent for FedEx and
DHL.2 It moves an average of sixteen million packages daily
and is an exceptionally operationally efficient company, filled
with smart industrial engineering, logistics, and information
technology experts. Still, the company is not immune to threats.
It must remain vigilant in identifying—and agile in responding
to—changes in the marketplace.

How Can We Best Assess and Respond
to Market Change?

How can we deal more effectively with the trends that affect our
businesses—and even use these trends to our advantage? In both
our business and personal lives, we use a very simple process for
surveying our environment and deciding the best course of action;
we use it many times per day, when driving to work, answering an
email, or cooking dinner. Figure 5.1 illustrates this process:

The first step in the process is simply to notice what is going
on around you—to see the risks, trends, and potential changes
that might affect you.

The second step is to decide which changes matter—which
represent significant opportunities or threats. Prioritizing at this
stage is important; if you respond to every change you see, you’ll
spread your resources too thin and won’t get anything done very
effectively. You are likely to confuse your employees and customers
and risk wasting resources responding to changes that will have
little impact on your business success.

Identify risks, trends,
and potential changes

Assess potential
impact

Take best possible
action

Figure 5.1 Identifying Change and Taking Action
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Figure 5.2 Changes in Your Business, Your Markets, and the World

identifying the changes that may occur in your business, your mar-
kets, and the world as a whole.

Macro changes, in the outer band of Figure 5.2, include such
things as demographic trends, the emergence of new technologies,
economic and cultural trends, and the like. Examples include the
aging population, new concerns about obesity and sustainability,
and consumers’ growing reliance on social media for recommen-
dations on what to buy.

Teasing out the real impact these macro trends have on your
business can be difficult—and might even seem like a theoretical
or futile exercise. After all, you might wonder why, if you supply
parts for paper machines, you should care about issues like social
media, obesity, and demographic shifts.
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Table 5.1 Anticipating What Might Happen, and Assessing Impact and Uncertainty (Example)

Area of Change (Listed in order
from “most macro”
to “most internal”)

What Evidence Do We See? What Might Happen? Impact Uncertainty

A growing number of customers
want to use mobile technologies to
research products and transact.

Orders placed via smartphone or
tablet have increased 20% this year
(but are still only 8% of sales); 100
customers per month use our
mobile app without transacting.

We are likely to lose sales if we
don’t improve our mobile app; if
we develop a great app, we could
build substantial loyalty and
differentiation.

H H

It’s increasingly difficult to find
employees with the skills we need.

Five positions in engineering and
two in inside sales have gone
unfilled for more than six months.

More than half of our sales require
some engineering involvement to
close. Filling these roles is crucial.

M L

New regulations may require
package redesign.

Regulators are considering new
rules, which may render current
packaging inadequate.

If redesign is required, it will be
complex—and may take 6–12
months. If we are not prepared, we
could lose sales or increase
development costs. If we do it well,
we could gain share while other
competitors are distracted.

L L

More customers require shorter
lead times, and rush orders are
increasing.

Customers asked for less than
48-hour delivery on 20% of orders
in Northeast region and 30% in
Midwest (up from 5% and 12% last
year).

This new customer requirement
gives us an opportunity to stand
out from competitors. However, we
will lose sales if we do not add
swing capacity or increase
inventory levels.

M M

A competitor is rumored to be
developing an ultra-low-cost
product line.

Two customers mentioned this to
our salespeople in the last three
months.

If this new product meets customer
needs, it could hurt sales. But could
we reinforce our “premium”
positioning if the competitor goes
down-market?

H H

(Continued)
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Table 5.1 Anticipating What Might Happen, and Assessing Impact and Uncertainty (Example) (Continued)

Area of Change (Listed in order
from “most macro”
to “most internal”)

What Evidence Do We See? What Might Happen? Impact Uncertainty

A supplier is introducing
higher-performance materials, but
the cost will likely be 20% higher.

The supplier’s R&D manager
mentioned this to us last month
(the product is not expected for
1–2 more years).

We have an opportunity to
introduce a premium product, if
customer demand is there.

L H

Key salespeople are retiring. Fifteen salespeople are retiring in
the next 18 months; 10% of the
sales force is likely to retire in next
3 years.

We risk losing sales if we don’t
transition our accounts effectively.
At the same time, these
retirements give us an opportunity
to bring in fresh talent and to
reduce selling cost.

H L

Implementation of the new ERP
system may disrupt business.

U.S. implementation will be
complete in December and in
Europe next year.

We will be short-handed in finance
until implementation is complete,
and may experience hiccups in the
order-fulfillment process. However,
the ERP will give us new capabilities
to manage rush orders and cater to
special customer needs.

L L
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“Just do it” “Assess strategic alternatives,
then respond”

“Monitor, then decide”
“Assign resources, when

available”

Implement new ERP system;
eliminate potential hiccups

with order fulfillment

Assess whether “premium”
product offering using new    

supplier material is viable          

Plan for sales retirements
(hire; transition accounts) Develop best mobile

interface
in our industry

Build capability to meet
increased demand for
48-hour lead times

Redesign packaging
to meet potential
new regulations

Develop new recruiting
sources and methods

Low Impact
(<$2 million

profit impact)

Medium
Impact

($5 million
profit impact)

High Impact
(>$10 million
profit impact)

Low Uncertainty
(we know what will
happen, and when)

Medium
Uncertainty

High Uncertainty
(we do not know what
will happen, or when,

or how it will affect us)

     Respond
 to potential

         low-cost offering
     by competitor

Figure 5.3 Prioritizing Our Response to Changes

priorities—those opportunities and threats that your best thinkers
and leaders should focus on to answer the following questions:

• What are the possible outcomes of the trend or change? What
is the likelihood of each?

• Which strategic alternatives should we consider for each
possible outcome? What initiatives, investments, or actions
would maximize the potential positive impact—and minimize
the potential negative impact?

• What should we do to measure or monitor the potential
change? For example, should we have additional conversa-
tions with customers or perform market research? Should we
enlist the help of outside experts to advise us on the best way
to proceed?
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What partners, other network
players, and stakeholders will be
involved, and what’s in it for them?

What suppliers will we rely on,
and what will be their role,
capabilities, and compensation?

What activities will we perform,
and what capabilities will we need?

Who else will influence
the purchase and the
value delivery?

What channels do we
sell through? What is their
role and compensation?

How will we interact
with the customer?
(sales, service, online)

What customers will we serve?

• What segments?

• Who in the customer
   organization buys, uses,
   services, and disposes
   of the product? How do
   we serve each of these?

What is our value proposition?

• What problem will
   we solve?

• What is our offering?
   (products, services,
   bundles)

• How is it priced?

• What business models are attractive now, that may not have been under prior conditions?
• What new types of partners, suppliers, channels, and customers have emerged?
• How can we take advantage of the changes we see in technologies, customer needs and preferences,
   regulations, and the business environment?

What will be the revenue sources?
• Product sales
• Subscriptions, licenses
• Revenue-share with partners

What will our costs be?
(fixed, semivariable and variable costs
and their drivers)

What assets will be required?
(inventory, capital equipment, locations,
brand)

What corporate values and culture will be required to make this successful?

Figure 6.1 Setili Thought-Starter for Business Model Innovation
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Small
customers

(one
machine
on-site)

Large
customers
(more than

20 of our
machines

on-site)

Rural customers Urban customers

“Mega-rural” customers
  • Locate our own service
     personnel on-site (say, one
     person per 10 machines)

“Mega-urban” customers
      • Provide 24/7 on-site
         coverage with uptime
         guarantee
      • Assign sales rep and
         executive-level contact

“Micro-rural” customers
  • Online sales and
     service

“Micro-urban” customers
     • Fee-based onsite service
      • Online sales

Large rural customers
• Distributor provides
   service
• Local telco provides
   leads; our sales force
   closes the sale

Large urban customers
• Set up sales and service
   centers in each metro area
• Assign sales rep to each
   account

Small rural customers
• Distributor provides
   service
• Local telco sells

Small urban customers
• Offer fee-based onsite service
• Use our direct sales force,
   with leads provided by telco
   (pay, say, $2 per lead and $20
   per sale)

Figure 6.2 Checking the Endpoints and Filling the Whole Space (Example)

in dense urban markets. You can cost-effectively offer them an
ultra-premium service, with 24/7 personnel on-site coverage and
an uptime guarantee. The “micro-rural” customers in the lower
left of the figure, however, might be most profitably served by an
online-only model.

When you “fill the whole space” by examining the cases in
the center of the figure, you might think of ways to offer sales and
service by partnering with distributors for service or by using local
telecommunications companies to provide leads or even to sell
the product.

Customer size and geography are but two of the dimensions
we could have chosen for this exercise. Experiment with picking
other dimensions (in this example, customer sophistication, likely
frequency of using the machine, or the degree to which customers
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Table 6.1 Using Walmart as an Exemplar (Example:
Industrial Products Company)

Walmart
Characteristics

Example Benefit How Can We
Apply This to
Our Business?

Culture of
austerity and
efficiency

Bare-bones offices
and strict 15-minute
meetings with
vendors

Low cost is a way of
life for employees.
This helps keep
expenses from
growing every year.

We send mixed
messages. The
executive suite is
gold-plated, but we
ask the plants to cut
costs every year. We
should consider
high-visibility ways to
cut headquarters
cost (without cutting
back on staff).

Very consistent
brand focus on
low prices,
decade after
decade

Walmart really
stands behind its
tagline “Save
Money, Live
Better.” For
example, prices on
produce are often
30% lower than in
other stores.

People build the
habit of shopping
at Walmart due to
the low prices. The
focus on price
allows Walmart to
reduce labor costs,
because shoppers
don’t expect much
service.

We’ve positioned our
brand in three
different ways over
the last 10 years.
Let’s settle on one
and stick with it.
Then we can design
our business systems
to make sure we
deliver on the brand
promise, instead of
vacillating each year
on priorities.

Success with
store brands

Ol’ Roy dog food is
the best-selling dog
food in the world.

High profit for
company, low price
for customer—
good combination!

We could offer
product on a
private-label basis to
distributors in
geographies we
don’t plan to serve.
This would allow us
to increase sales with
no investment in
sales and marketing.

Rigorous
procurement
processes,
demanding of
vendors

Clothing sizes are
consistent across
different brands
and manufacturers.

Size standardization
is a unique benefit
versus other
department stores.

Our customers are
confused by the way
product specification
parameters vary from
product to product.
Some of our
competitors have
simpler systems for
specifying products.
Customers would
buy more if we could
create simpler ways
for them to specify
and order products.

(Continued)
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Table 6.1 Using Walmart as an Exemplar (Example:
Industrial Products Company) (Continued)

Walmart
Characteristics

Example Benefit How Can We
Apply This to
Our Business?

Invest in
infrastructure to
reduce cost

Walmart has
invested in
world-class
information
technology and
logistics systems.

These have been
critical to Walmart’s
success as
low-price leader.

Our IT and logistics
systems are good,
but our sales and
customer service
costs are still worse
than average for our
industry. Should we
invest to bring these
costs down?

strengths; the second lists an example of how this strength is
manifested; the third lists the benefits Walmart enjoys as a result
of the strength; and the fourth asks, “How can we apply this to
our business?” You can prepare the first three columns ahead of
time, and fill out the fourth in a group setting as a brainstorming
exercise.

Exemplars abound. Consider Apple’s app developer commu-
nity, elegant packaging, distinctive retail experience, and the
way they create customer evangelists. Consider how Amazon
suggests new products personalized to each customer’s taste; how
valuable its product reviews are; how its Prime memberships
(which offer free two-day shipping) have revolutionized customer
buying habits; how it has helped create the electronic publishing
business; and how its subscription-based sales of consumable
products like groceries and supplies have changed the way
people buy.

Focus on a Specific Customer or Customer Segment

When I travel to Houston, I stay in an area that has nine hotels
crowded into a two-thousand-foot-long stretch of road. All are
national brands that I trust and have stayed in many times in
other locales, and I’ve stayed in at least three of the nine hotels
in this neighborhood. How do I choose where to book my next
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External

Internal

AcceptanceCapabilities

Develop external capability
• Qualify suppliers and
   establish partnerships
• Co-develop solutions with
   suppliers and partners
• Build sales and distribution
   channel
• Observe competitor
   capabilities

Develop internal capability Validate and build
commitment among

senior leadership
and employees

• Process and operational
• Technological
• Talent and skills

• Test customer acceptance
 Price points, demand
 Preferred features and
 ways to buy
• Observe competitor
   response

Figure 7.1 Creating a Learning Strategy: Objectives of Initial Steps,
Experiments, Trials, and Pilots

As you develop your own learning strategy, ask:

• What do you need to learn to make your next move successful?
• How can you design your strategy to meet these learning

objectives?

Manage Technology Risk

Musk adopted a technology that had become pervasive in laptops,
phones, and other consumer electronics, but that had not been
proved cost effective for use in vehicles: the compact, recharge-
able lithium-ion battery. He then focused on bringing that tech-
nology’s cost down to a level that was practical for mass-market
vehicles. This was a strategic gamble, but it paid off, as the Tesla
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Table 7.1 How Can You Employ New Technologies to
Reduce Risk and Create Breakthroughs?

Questions to
Ask Yourself

Your Answers Tesla Example

CURRENT LIMITATIONS
AND OBJECTIVES:
What objectives could you
potentially achieve, or
what limitations could you
overcome, through
technology advancement?
• Cost
• Performance
• Speed and flexibility

1. _______________

2. _______________

3. _______________

4. _______________

The battery technologies
that incumbent auto
companies were using
provided insufficient
vehicle range.

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS:
What technologies, or
technology
enhancements, could
potentially be employed?

1. _______________

2. _______________

3. _______________

4. _______________

Tesla saw potential in the
small lithium-ion battery,
which could be both less
dangerous and less
expensive than batteries
used by other electric
vehicle manufacturers.

RISKS:
What risks do these
potential new
technologies present?

1. _______________

2. _______________

3. _______________

4. _______________

To commercialize the small
lithium-ion battery, Tesla
had to figure out how to
wire thousands of AA-size
cells together within the
car, and how to keep each
cell cool.

DEVELOPMENT PATH:
What development and
learning will be required
to employ these
technologies?

1. _______________

2. _______________

3. _______________

4. _______________

Tesla developed an initial
version of its battery
technology for the
Roadster, then improved
on this design in the
Model S, bringing costs
down to one-half the
Roadster level, on a
per-kilowatt-hour basis.∗

∗Kevin Bullis, “How Tesla Is Driving Electric Car Innovation,” MIT Technology
Review, August 7, 2013, http://www.technologyreview.com/news/516961/how

-tesla-is-driving-electric-car-innovation/.

Of course, some potential buyers might still worry that the
guarantee would be worthless if Tesla failed as a company. To
address this, Musk went on record saying, “No matter what
happens to Tesla . . . I will stand by the residual value if Tesla
cannot, with all the assets at my disposal.” Forbes estimates
Musk’s net worth at over $6 billion—so his personal guarantee
carries weight with consumers.
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Table 7.2 Developing an Action Plan to Address
Customer-Demand Risk

What Might Keep Your
Customers from Buying?

Your Action Plan Tesla Example

Cost-related concerns (for
example, costs related to
buying, using, or disposing of
your product)

1. ___________

2. ___________

3. ___________

Tesla addressed customer
concerns about resale
value through a buy-back
program.

Value-related concerns (for
example, ease of use,
performance, value in use)

1. ___________

2. ___________

3. ___________

Tesla allayed worries
about range by installing
Superchargers along
major travel routes.

Marketing and
channel-related concerns (for
example, do customers know
about your product and its
benefits? Is your product
available when and where
they need it?)

1. ___________

2. ___________

3. ___________

Tesla had no dealer
network, so the company
elected to sell
direct-to-consumer, online
and via company-owned
retail stores located in
shopping malls.

what assets and partnerships you can leverage to implement
your own breakthrough strategy more effectively, or to mitigate
potential risks.

Manage Competitive Risk: Think from the Ground Up
to Develop a Differentiated Offering

Elon Musk has no trouble competing against established giants
like Nissan, Ford, and GM in auto manufacturing, GE in solar
power, and NASA in space travel—because large companies like
these tend to innovate incrementally. For the most part, they
haven’t mastered the “ground-up” thinking that leads to truly
breakthrough ideas.
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Table 7.3 Example: Market-Entry Strategy Assumptions

Assumptions Controllable
or Uncontrollable?

How Might
We Test This?

Who Is Responsible,
and by When

This country
market consumes
$100 million in
our product
category each
year.

Uncontrollable in
the short term

Get data from
trade association.
Validate with
customer
interviews.

Smith – December
15

We can gain
government
approval to
establish a plant
on a leased site.

Partially
controllable

Meet with
government
officials to
conduct
preliminary
review of
documentation. If
denied,
reconsider
whether market
entry is viable.

Forsythe – January
20

The cost of
producing our
product in this
market will be
equal to the cost
in the United
States.

Partially
controllable

Get quotes from
raw material
suppliers; assess
labor costs and
shipping costs.

James – February
28

We can hire and
train five local
salespeople
within six months.

Controllable Engage a
recruiter to
identify
candidates.
Assess level of
talent and what
salaries will be
required to
attract qualified
individuals.

Liu – March 15

We can achieve
10% market share
in two years, with
margins similar to
what we earn in
the United
States.

Controllable Focus initially on
one geographic
region and one
segment of the
market. If we can
achieve 5%
market share
within six months
in that small
focus area, while
holding price on
par with U.S.
levels, we have a
good shot at
reaching 10%
share within two
years. If not,
consider exiting
the market or
revising market
entry strategy.

Chen – June 15
(interim update on
March 15)
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company to being a consumer products company. During this
period, the company generated cumulative stock returns 4.1
times the general market, beating rival P&G and outperforming
Coca-Cola, 3M, and General Electric. As employees during this
period, we didn’t talk about “transformation,” but we did talk—a
lot—about continuous improvement. We talked about improving
safety, cost, and quality, and innovating to keep babies drier and
happier in the disposable diapers we designed and manufactured.
It was pretty simple, and it felt good.

This chapter will explore the cycle of change that compa-
nies undergo, depicted in Figure 8.1. As you might conclude from
studying the figure, you can start this process at any point in the
cycle.

The Setili Cycle of Change is an iterative process. Although
each step builds on the other, you don’t need to complete one step
before starting the next, and you don’t need to take the steps in
a particular order. Likely as not, you’ll be doing parts of each step
simultaneously.

Communicate
Intent

Experiment
and Reinforce

Take the First
Steps

Build
Capabilities

Shed What
Doesn’t Fit

Figure 8.1 Turning a Strategic Corner: The Setili Cycle of Change
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Disjointed
Initiatives= Strategic

Alignment=

Figure 8.2 Unclear Versus Clear Intent

On the right, you can see what happens when the intent is
clear. Because it’s easier to go with the flow than against it, peo-
ple naturally follow this path. Once they know which way the
river is ultimately running, they fall in step—because it’s fun. If
you’ve ever been in a marching band, you know how exhilarating
stepping in time with others can be—the cadence of the drums
is thrilling, and it feels good to be part of something bigger than
yourself. Your employees can feel this too, when the intent is clear
and they are given the autonomy to work together to get there.

Communicate Intent to Suppliers, Partners,
and Customers

Sharing your intent with suppliers and partners is at least as
important as sharing it with employees. After all, your staff is with
you day in and day out, so you can guide their efforts daily. But
suppliers and partners speak with you less frequently, so clearly
expressing your company’s intended direction can be hugely
useful in allowing them to intelligently align their efforts with
your intent. If they know where you are headed, they can gear
their investments, systems, and innovations to help you on your
journey. Similarly, you should share your intent with customers,
so that they can prepare their organizations for the changes that
may come down the road and guide you about how their needs
are likely to evolve and either mesh or clash with your vision.

Glenn Lurie, AT&T’s president for emerging enterprises and
partnerships, negotiated AT&T’s exclusive iPhone and iPad deals
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Corporate
Office

CEO

Field Support

Frontline Associates

Customers

Figure 8.3 The Home Depot Inverted Triangle

He dusted off the “inverted triangle” shown in Figure 8.3 to
reignite the philosophy that the founders had established: “If you
take care of the associates, they will take care of the customers, and
everything else takes care of itself.” The role of the corporate office
is to “absorb the complexity” of the field, serve the store associates,
and keep things simple for the stores so that they can focus on serv-
ing customers. The role of the CEO—at the bottom—is simply to
support the others. The triangle fit perfectly with Blake’s low-key,
humble style.

Blake explained the first steps that Home Depot needed to
take, in a single-page document simply named “Home Depot’s
Five Key Priorities.” Each of the five priorities had four or five
immediate steps to support it. Even now, seven years later,
managers display the framed list—touting Home Depot’s five key
priorities—in their offices:12

• Associate engagement
• Product excitement




